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Featuring
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Friday Football Tipsheet

Presented By SportsBook Breakers
THIS WEEKEND WITH SPORTSBOOK BREAKERS:
SPORTSBOOK BREAKERS NFL lost Thursday but is coming off a 5-1-1 result last Sunday. SBB has
seven plays Sunday with 5 sides and 2 totals featuring a 5-STAR Side of the Week, 2 4.5-STAR
Plays and 4-STAR STAR Plays including a Sunday Night Side. Get all the plays for the low price of
$49 of web debit value or purchase individually.
SPORTSBOOK BREAKERS NCAAFB has a very solid 4-STAR Side going in Saturday’s Army/Navy
game, guaranteed to win for just $20 in web debit value. You can also get that play included with SBB’s 2014 bowl package, with
at least an active trend/systems in all 39 games along with several full plays and bonus OU trends/systems, now available for $149
in web debit value.

SBB’s NFL PLAY ON ATS TREND:

T

SBB’s NFL PLAY AGAINST ATS TREND:

T

he Colts are 11-0 ATS (10.9 ppg) since December 30, 2012 vs
a divisional opponent.

he Browns are 0-10-1 ATS (-9.7 ppg) since November 16,
2009 at home when they play on the road in each of the
next two weeks.

SDQL TEXT: team=Colts and DIV and date>=20121230

SDQL TEXT: team=Browns and H and n:A and nn:A and week +
2=nn:week and date>=20091116

SBB’s NFL PLAYER TREND

T

SUBMIT YOUR TRENDS:

he Cowboys are 7-0 OU (16.57 ppg) since Oct 06, 2013
coming off a game where DeMarco Murray had at least five
receptions.

K

illersports.com is a collected effort of smart, savy individuals looking to capitalize in the world of sports and those
SDQL TEXT: 5<=Cowboys:DeMarco Murray:p:receptions and
efforts
include you! This is a group effort and in this section
date>=20131006
we want you to team up and provide each other with the best
information possible! Submit your best and most interesting
trends to kyle@killersports.com and when they are active, will
AK008: The Raiders are 0-15 ATS as a dog when they cov- will publish them in this section and credit you as the mastermind behind a great NFL or NCAA find.
ered by 7+ points last week.

NFL BIBLE ATS TREND:

O

U

SDQL TEXT: team=Raiders and D and p:ats margin>=7 and
season >= 2009

SER Submitted: VA: Teams are 0-11-2 ATS since January
2014 as dogs when they’ve scored more points than expected in at least three straight games. Active on Minnesota.

NFL BIBLE OU TREND:

SDQL TEXT: D and 0<tp:dps and 0<tpp:dps and 0<tppp:dps and
date>=20140101

P

IT011: The Steelers are 19-0 OU on the road when the line
is within 3 of pick after a regulation game in which they
had at 155-plus yards rushing.
SDQL TEXT: team=Steelers and A and -3<=line<=3 and
p:RY>=155 and p:OT=0 and season>=1993

1

If you like what you see here, you will love the
2014 Killersports.com Weekly Newsletter
Subscribe now to the 2014 Killersports.com NFL Report. Each week, Killersports.com, MTi Sports and SportsBook Breakers will
provide 12-pages of hard hitting information for that week’s NFL and college football action. Included in the action-packed
content you can expect each and every week for 17 weeks:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Four (4) Full NFL Selections from MTi and SportsBook Breakers
MTi’s NFL Teaser Plays  with Exclusive Teaser Trends
NFL and NCAA Trend and System Breakdowns
NFL and NCAA Trends of the Week with the SDQL text
Dozens of NFL Trends for both Sides and Totals
NFL Player Based Trends
Weekly Annotated NFL Schedule Chart

Take advantage of the midseason special, visit Killersports.com and follow the link in the right-hand column

SBB’s NFL O/U OVER TREND:

SBB’s NFL O/U UNDER TREND:

T

T

he Eagles are 10-0-1 OU (9.64 ppg) since Dec 30, 2001 at home
he Fortyniners are 0-10 OU (-9.5 ppg) since October 29, 2000
the week after a game as an underdog where they pick up
as an underdog of at least seven points when they failed to
first downs on less than 25% of their plays.
cover by at least 10 points last week.
SDQL TEXT: team=Eagles and H and p:first downs<0.25
* (p:rushes+p:passes+po:sacks) and p:D and NB and SDQL TEXT: team=Fortyniners and 7<=line and p:ats margin<=-10
and NB and date>=20001029
date>=20011230

SBB’s NFL ATS SUPER SYSTEM

T

SBB’s NFL O/U SUPER SYSTEM

T

eams are 201-151-13 ATS as home dogs in weeks 15-17.
Active on five teams in week 15.

eams that have lost at least three straight games facing a
team that has lost at least six straight games are 34-20-4
OU. Active on NY Jets.

SDQL TEXT: HD and 17>=week>=15

SDQL TEXT: streak<=-3 and o:streak<=-6

PICK SIXTY SPORTS WEEKLY TIP:

The Oakland Raiders are a Jekyll and Hyde team the past three weeks with home dog wins over the Chiefs and Fortyniners sandwiching a
52-0 blowout loss at St. Louis in Week 13. Kansas City may not hang a 50-burger on the Silver and Black this weekend but the Chiefs have
now lost three in a row since beating Seattle and they are looking for some payback. Oakland ranks dead last in road scoring with 11.4
points per game (PPG) and this is a perfect opportunity for the home side to get back on track but Andy Reid is only 2-12 ATS as a divisional
home fave off a loss. With Jamaal Charles nursing a sore wheel the Chiefs seem better suited to a teaser play rather than a flat bet on the
side but we do like this game to stay under 41.5 points.
SDQL Text: week >= 15 and REG and o:WP < 26 and season >= 2009 and H and total < 50
This is from a profile we call ‘Playing for the Draft’ and the general rule is to bet the under when you have a really bad team playing on the
road late in the season. Since 2009 this angle is 6-16 O/U (73-percent) and as long as our home team has at least five wins on the season
the “Under” record improve to 80-percent (3-12 O/U). Oakland is 0-15 SU/ATS their last 15 underdog games that followed a cover by more
than seven points and they’ve averaged just 12.2 points. Kansas City is 2-5 O/U at home against .500 (or worse) teams the past two years
and the two overs were a 23-17 win over the Browns on a low total and a wild 41-38 divisional bout with the Chargers (SDQL: team = Chiefs
and season >= 2013 and o:WP <= 50 and H). We’ll look for more life out of the Chiefs than they showed in Week 12 at the Black Hole as
this games stays under the number.
Pick: Take the Raiders and Chiefs UNDER
The Pick Sixty power rating plays improved to 20-6 ATS on the season – Visit www.picksixtysports.com for more picks all weekend!

Note: It is not SportsBook Breakers recommendation to make plays based solely on one trend (our selections at killercappers.
com don’t). Weigh these trends along with other factors accordingly.
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